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Introduction

Monica Förster (b. 1966 in Stockholm,
brought up in Dorotea, today based
in Stockholm) received her education
from the Beckmans College of Design
and the Konstfack University of Arts,
Crafts and Design in Stockholm. She has
participated in exhibitions at MoMA in
New York City and the V&A in London,
among other places. She is represented
in the collections of Nationalmuseum in
Stockholm and the Röhsska Museum of
Design and Craft in Gothenburg, etc. She
has received a number of awards over
the past 20 years, including three times
announced The Designer of the Year by
Elle Decoration, Sweden, and twice by
Residence Magazine, Sweden, and she
has also been honored with The Golden
Chair by Architects Sweden. Förster’s
international awards include, for example,
Good Design Award, US; Coolest
Invention, Time Magazine, US; Design
Plus, German Design Council, Germany;
and Best Domestic Design, Wallpaper*
Design Awards, UK.
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This prize has been handed out annually
since 1984 and is the largest design
award in the Nordic region with a prize
sum of 200 000 SEK. The board of the
Karin and Bruno Mathsson Foundation
gives the following motivation in
choosing Monica Förster as the 2021
prize winner:
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enhances the natural daylight, and
condenses the experience of the
constant versability of the sky.

Elna Svenle
Museum director, Vandalorum.
Board member, the Karin och Bruno
Mathsson Foundation.

“The drive to test new shapes,
techniques and materials is impressive
in Monica Förster’s extensive work. Her
cross-border and international design
dialogues surprise and amaze, as does
the mix of lightness and weight in the
creative expression. She is an ambitious
and committed lone wolf who challenges
modern classics with unexpected
resilience in her forms; she mixes
elegance and objectivity with tickles of
ugly. The strength is in her elusive and at
the same time permitting attitude.”
For the fifth year, the Bruno Mathsson
Prize is handed out at the art and design
museum Vandalorum in Värnamo,
the hometown of the designer and
architect Bruno Mathsson. The award
ceremony takes place in conjunction
with the opening of a large exhibition
with a selection of furniture, objects and
projects that Förster has designed for
both Swedish and international clients,
since 1999 until today.
With her exhibition, Förster has
created a new experience for the Design
Barn at Vandalorum. She conveys a
feeling of floating in the conceptual
phase — in the cloud landscape of the
mind if you will — through an installation
that is dominated by her iconic inflatable
room Cloud from 2002. The exhibition’s
light design, developed by Kai Piippo,
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From Idea to Reality

An idea is easy to get but is really nothing
until it is carried out. For more than 20
years, Monica Förster has turned ideas
into reality with outstanding results.
Förster began studying the creative
process in Stockholm. Her first stop was
advertising at the Beckmans College
of Design; however, on graduating in
1995, she was still unconverted to twodimensionality and had consistently
delivered three-dimensional work for
all her set tasks. This prompted further
studies in furniture and interior design
at the Konstfack University of Arts,
Crafts and Design, and it was probably a
welcome relief to leave these institutions
behind in 1997 and start implementing
her own ideas.
Around the turn of the millennium,
neo-modernism was the dominant trend
in Scandinavia; the terse 1930s–1950s
aesthetic was revived, and wood and
steel were the preferred materials. But
Förster didn’t give upholstered sofas with
metal frames or blonde wooden chairs a
second thought. Liberated from the past
with the same optimism about the future
as the pioneers of modernism, Förster
tried out new materials and techniques
and soon came up with three products
that would define her style and broaden
the Swedish design language.
In her kitchen that doubled as a
workshop, Förster began experimenting
with silicone. With a kiln she borrowed
from the KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, she was able to mould round
parts that were mounted around a lowenergy lamp, forming a tactile, hard
shell with an opacity that was perfect
for the light source. The Silikon (1999)
lamp persuaded not only users but also
producers to reconsider their perception
of what a lamp could look like and
how it could be used, and production
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was quickly rolled out by the company
David Design. For an exhibition design
assignment, Förster tried an idea for an
inflatable organically-shaped separate
room. The avant-gardists at the time,
the company Snowcrash, glimpsed the
future in Förster’s cloudlike work, and
they developed the concept for Cloud
(2002) together, as a mobile meeting
room in semi-transparent nylon fabric.
The same year, Förster completed
Load (2002), a wireless, chargeable and
rotationally-moulded plastic lamp. In their
respective segments, these projects
undoubtedly presaged the need for new,
sustainable user habits. They also put
Förster immediately in the limelight on
the global design scene, where she has
remained since then.
She rapidly stepped over the kitchen
threshold into her own studio, which has
changed address a few times but is still
on Södermalm in Stockholm. The space
has grown with every move, along with
her assignments. Like Bruno Mathsson,
Förster has a talent for business and
communication. This has contributed to
the constant development of her studio
practice, making Förster one of the most
prominent designers today – in Sweden
and internationally. Another factor behind
this expansion is her personal and
financial courage in managing others;
as an employer, Förster has created a
workplace that attracts young designers
from all over the world to the Monica
Förster Design Studio.
In autumn 2021, three people work
together with Förster in her studio.
Directly inside the entrance, we
pass through a hallway to the model
workshop, leading onto a large room with
work stations along the walls. Prototypes
to scale, colour swatches and material
samples on shelves, walls and floor
create an inspiring, artistic environment.
In the middle of the room is a large table
where projects are waiting in the form

of sketches and half-finished models,
and this is where they meet to discuss
ideas. Förster has used this approach
since day one — intuitively letting her
hands sculpt a 3D draft. This model is
made of paper, styrofoam or cardboard,
and when it’s done, it is put in a box with
a label and brought by Förster to the
client to present her idea. Today, these
boxes contain a considerable collection
of models and fill some four square
metres of floor space, up to the ceiling.
Everything is kept, since these models
are as essential to the project as any
sketch on paper – they are the embryos
to many objects that are now iconic.
Every project is managed according
to its specific conditions and purpose.
Before the model is made, the process
often starts with an exploration of
the technical potential of the factory
where the object will be manufactured.
Extensive analysis and concept
development begins, and what may start
as a poetic gesture is carefully reduced
to an optimum construction and design.
The result is a warm, minimalist style
characterised by Förster’s passion for
materiality and new technology. The
studio’s skills are combined in industrial
products that solve problems with a
greater social impact, such as Lei (2009)
for Officeline, the world’s first office
chair designed especially for women.
In some cases, the details of an object
allude to Förster’s origins, but only if
they contribute to a solution. Like using
local craft techniques from Dorotea in
southern Lapland where Förster grew
up, as inspiration for a seam in the sofa
Alone (2007) or the leather braiding in the
pouf Esedra (2007), both for the Italian
manufacturer Poltrona Frau.
Förster encourages the development
of both typologies and clients. Relations
with the companies she works with are
often long-term, some lasting for decades.
This is not merely due to the success of

their mutual projects, but also because of
the trust and good relationship they have
built. Challenging ideas have expanded
the limits of technological methods and
materials to ultimately fulfil the producer’s
expectations and enhance their collections.
In addition to winning awards for projects
spanning the entire range, from candles
and cutlery to furniture, interiors and
installations, her technological knowledge
and factory knowhow has grown over
the years. As a result, Förster has been
recruited several times for the unique
position as creative director for other
companies — including the distinguished
Bosnian furniture producer Zanat in 2013,
whose expert craftsmanship is included
in the UNESCO World Heritage List.
In her multifaceted practice, Förster
has overcome the barriers of language,
culture and prejudices in a maledominated industry, and thereby been
a trailblazer for new generations of
designers. This is entirely in line with the
Bruno Mathsson Foundation’s purpose
— to promote development in the field of
design. This exhibition presents Förster
at a time in her career where we have an
opportunity to study a personal selection
of her ideas and their journey from the
studio to reality, to enhance and adorn
our public places, offices and homes.

Gustaf Kjellin
Curator based in Stockholm.
Selected projects: Curator of the
exhibition Snowcrash, Nationalmuseum
(2021), editor of Design & Peace, Alvar
Aalto Foundation (2019) and co-writer of
Helt Vildt! – The Second Golden Age of
Danish Design, Summit (2018).

The Approachable Optimist

Monica Förster’s life may be centred
in Stockholm but the career successes
that have culminated in the prestigious
Bruno Mathsson Prize have originated
from projects undertaken right across
the world. Förster has upheld an appetite
for international collaboration from the
moment she created her design studio in
1999 and put her experimental designs
in front of industry audiences. At a time
when the stereotypes of Scandinavian
design were in full force — minimalist
forms and plenty of blonde wood
— Förster’s work was part of a new
generation of designers eager to disrupt
the expected vernacular in the region.
UFO-shaped silicone lamps, temporary
inflatable rooms shaped like billowing
clouds, toilet seats that glowed in the
dark — these early creations represented
a desire for more playfulness, a
willingness to explore unexpected
materials and processes, and pursue
self-expression in an otherwise rather
sober moment for furniture and products
in Sweden. She was quickly noticed by
local and international entrepreneurs and
many client relationships were born.
By her own admittance, Förster has
never really viewed herself as a Swedish
designer nor has she felt like she fits in.
Even though she has been embedded in
the local design scene, perhaps that lack
of conformity and an appetite to freely
explore has helped to propel the designer
into a variety of opportunities over the
past two decades. She has always
thrived by collaborating with clients
across borders, her work picked up on
by brands and manufacturing partners in
many different countries including Italy,
Denmark, Austria, UK, USA, and Japan.
Förster’s output throughout her
career has covered a wide variety of
product categories and typologies. With

a firm footing in industrial, furniture
and object design, she has tackled
everything from the small scale of
tableware, cutlery, candle holders,
vases and storage vessels to floor tiles,
rugs, lighting and furniture in its many
forms. Whatever it is from this varied
portfolio, Förster always rigorously aims
to establish a strong concept before
focussing in on materials, form and
aesthetics. By her own admission, she
doesn’t aspire to a signature style; she
wants to pursue the best ideas with
the freedom of an artist, extending that
expression to the realm of emotive yet
functional and commercial objects.
The designer is rightfully proud of
what she and her studio team have
achieved to this point, acknowledging
the multitude of collaborations,
friendships and business relationships
that have blossomed across the world.
Determination and energy have fuelled
this global reach and she has established
her reputation in an otherwise maledominated business.
Her talent and tenacity have led
her to work with a select group of wellreputed brands that possess a clear
identity and strong vision, allowing her
to study the company’s DNA and learn
from their culture, skills and expertise.
When this has evolved into a role as their
creative director, Förster has been able
to commit to a greater investment of
time to develop an overall brand strategy
and help to push forward the direction of
the company, in close collaboration with
their teams. Most recently, this applies
to the Bosnian brand Zanat which boasts
specialist wood carving techniques.
For nearly a decade, Förster has been
working to help elevate the business
into the high-end design market,
scrutinising all areas of the portfolio,
communications and identity while
respecting one hundred years of heritage
and helping to preserve their craft.

The resulting products have sensitively
merged her contemporary design
language with immaculately carved and
often ornate detailing that sets it apart
from the competition.
Taking an overview of Förster’s
extensive portfolio of works, one
searches for recurring characteristics
across the varying scales and product
typologies that she has undertaken.
There is an approachable optimism that
runs through this body of work, where
she invites material tactility, softness of
form and gestures of comfort to entice
you to interact with the object. At the
same time, there are contemporary
aesthetic cues in her graphic and rational
approach to lines and silhouettes,
always striking without being austere.
While one may view and appreciate her
products in isolation, it is in a human
setting that they belong; commissioned
by passionate people, made by skilled
people, and ultimately experienced and
enjoyed by all people.

Max Fraser
Design writer based in London. He
has authored multiple design books
and regularly speaks on the subject for
international events and broadcasters.
He also works as a content consultant for
organisations, brands and government
departments across the world.
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“My studio works with producers
from all over the world. I always try
to contribute in a way that makes a
difference in the long run. The Bosnian
company Zanat invited me to be their
creative director in 2013. Zanat is a very
interesting company which has a unique
wood carving technique, listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage since 2017.
What we have tried to do is to take
their high-end carpentry knowledge
and carving technique, and through
modernising it, move it out on a world
market. We have made our own designs
for them, but also engaged other
international designers that have done
really good things.”

10.
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7.

“Many speak about greenwashing in the
design business. For Zanat, sustainability
has been a part of the business plan
since the beginning. The owners are
very aware, politically and socially, and
they want to help create quality jobs,
based on the world renowned carving
tradition of the area. When we started
the collaboration, with me as the
company’s creative director, Zanat had
15 employees — today it has 60.”
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”On my first visit to the Poltrona Frau
factory in Tolentino, Italy, I took an
immense liking to the industrialised
craftsmanship they have developed.
Their advanced way of working with
leather is unique and makes their
products difficult to duplicate. I wanted
to draw something that would preserve,
develop, and even refine that skill,
something that would contribute to
reaching new audiences. I worked
with a detail on one of their classics, a
Chesterfield sofa, which was enlarged
and simplified.”
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”A good piece of cutlery should fit nicely
in the hand as well as on the plate, and it
should have a good balance. This I learnt
when working at my parents’ restaurant
in Dorotea in the north of Sweden.
Dorotea is made of one single material, a
solid piece with a sculpted and carefully
considered design.”
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Monica Förster Design Studio
Stockholm
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”The idea of this shape came to me
during a flight when I imagined the
feeling of being inside a cloud. One
type of cloud, the cumulus, is often
associated with lovely weather. These
clouds, formed by the morning dew,
are beautifully bulgy and quickly vanish
in the afternoon. That was exactly how
I wanted Cloud to work. A room to be
easily inflated when you arrive at work in
the morning and effortlessly folded away
in the afternoon. You can take the cloud
out of the bag, press a button, inflate it
for three minutes and then step right in.”
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”Alberto Alessi asked me to look at
different kitchen tools. We gave him a
few proposals and he chose to move on
with an idea about weights that were
used in the past to calculate the cost
by counterweighing a product. Another
important aspect of this project was
showing rather than hiding. It was fun
looking at measuring cups and other
things that you normally hide away in a
kitchen drawer and transforming them
into something beautiful, that you want
to keep visible.”
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21.
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”Since the pandemic started, more and
more people are working from home.
With this writing desk, made for Zanotta,
the aim has been to create a thin and light
feeling, floating in the air. Technology is
combined with the tactility of the saddle
leather. The desk is sculptural from all
sides, making it able to stand either
towards the wall or in the middle of
the room. The leather is recycled since
sustainability is a very important part of
our studio’s work. We try to propose this
way of working to our clients.”
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28.

”I really like working with paper models.
You will always discover things you
didn’t anticipate from the beginning.
Also, you don’t need to worry about
making a mistake and damaging an
expensive material, and when you stop
thinking you start working intuitively.”

22.
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List of Works

1. Sky mirror, 2020, black stained maple,
mirror glass, Zanat
2. Branco box, 2018, black stained
maple, white stained maple, Zanat
3. Nur mirror, 2017, black stained maple,
mirror glass, Zanat
4. Sana chair, 2018, black stained maple,
Zanat
5. Scentainer fragrance container, 2019,
black stained maple, Zanat, Muro Scents
Co., frankly//Aakerlund
6. Unity stool/side table, 2021, walnut,
Zanat
7. Nera bowl, 2015–2017, black stained
maple, white stained maple, Zanat
8. Spoon chair, 2006, textile, chrome,
Offecct
9. Cloud portable room, 2002, metal,
nylon, Offecct (originally for Snowcrash)
10. Tunes candlesticks, 2019, stainless
steel, Georg Jensen
11. Matrix bowls, vases, 2018, stainless
steel, Georg Jensen
12. Flowerpot pot, 2013, polished brass,
Skultuna
13. Bonbon vases, 2017, polished brass,
Skultuna
14. Breaking the Wave floor tile, 2018,
concrete, Marrakech Design
15. Babushka bowl, 2021, glass,
Subjective Form
16. Flame candle holder, 2008, stoneware,
metal, Design House Stockholm
17. Jewellery Bird jewellery box, 2014,
tin, brass, Svenskt Tenn
18. Suit armchair, 2020, textile, metal,
Artifort
19. Stitches & Buttons handbag, 2014,
vegetable-tanned leather, Palmgrens
20. Dorotea Night cutlery, 2013, stainless
steel, Gense
21. Glide armchair, 2006, leather, metal,
Tacchini
22. Inwhite tableware, 2014, porcelain,
Rörstrand
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23. Tucano desk, 2020, steel, leather,
Zanotta
24. Esedra pouf, 2007, leather, Poltrona
Frau
25. Savannah armchair, 2015, oak,
leather, textile, Fredericia (Erik
Jørgensen)
26. Shell acoustic pendant, 2021, hemp
fiber, Okko
27. Tower measuring cups, 2013,
stoneware, Alessi
28. Florinda chair, 2011, birch, plastic,
De Padova
29. Silikon lamp, 1999, silicone, David
Design
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